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eChalk Release 10.0.0.0       Date: 3.11.17 
 
New Features:  

Google Drive Integration 
You can now connect your Google account to your eChalk account. This allows 
you to access your Google Drive from anywhere in the application, and bring any 
file from your Google Drive directly into eChalk. This works anywhere you can 
use a file in eChalk, for example you can add files to  your feed posts, web pages, 
lessons, assignments and more directly from Google Drive. These files are 
imported directly into eChalk whenever they are used. Native Google files are 
converted to Word documents, Excel Sheets or PowerPoint Slides as they are 
imported.  

 
Major Enhancements 

User Bulk Management 
A number of changes have been introduced to bulk management to improve 
usability 
 Maximum file size has been changed from 2MB to 10MB 

 Progress on file processing is now updated every 15 seconds until complete 

 Updates to existing users no longer require the password field – it can be left empty 
for already created users (new users still require a password) 

Export Users 
It is now possible to export user information for your users from the User Admin 
tool. Simply search using any criteria that you choose (all students, pick just 
particular schools, etc.) and hit the export button. The data is provided in a csv 
file with fields that are compatible with our bulk upload tool. This should allow 
for easy changes to users which you can then import via the bulk upload tool.   

 
Bug Fixes 
CMS Images We have corrected a defect that caused the order of images to 

be lost when adding images to an existing gallery. Now images 
will be correctly ordered and new images will be added to the 
end of the gallery. 

Brochure Theme We have corrected an issue in 33% text blocks. Previously this 
block used a different font size than other blocks in the 
Brochure theme. This is now handled consistently.  
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